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It is with great pleasure that The Commercial presents Crusted Heat, a group exhibition featuring 
works by Gunter Christmann, Hossein Ghaemi, Clare Milledge and Oscar Perry. 
 
Crusted Heat takes its title from the Gunter Christmann ‘sprankle’ painting from 1970 that features in 
the exhibition, a rare and early work that is startling in its generation of heat, its thermodynamics of 
colour. Christmann’s sprankle paintings mark the beginning of the artist’s pronounced and decades-
long ‘ground consciousness’. In them, acrylic paint is not applied with a tool but “dropped like rain 
from nearly six feet out in space” onto an unstretched canvas on the floor. 
 
Whereas Christmann’s thin crust of paint is worked by gravity from above, in Clare Milledge’s 
hinterglasmalerei paintings, it comes from behind, pressed with a brush onto the surface of clear glass 
that will be turned away from the viewer once exhibited. The material qualities and colour intensities 
of Milledge’s oil paints are mediated by the liquid, luscious gloss of glass. She works backwards and, 
in a sense, works blindly with her behind glass paintings and in this process there is a relinquishment 
of control, handing it over by way of psychic investment and trust to the process itself. 
 
It is some time since Hossein Ghaemi has worked outside the medium of performance. His two 
drawing/paintings on board in Crusted Heat spring from a veiled consciousness, an automatism 
somewhat contradicted by the slow and controlled movement of the diminutive Tai Chi figures – 
readymade mind/body drawers – that inhabit one of the works. 
 
Compared to all of this, the thick grey smear of Oscar Perry’s An impresario and a small turtle 
gamble in the moonlight/ does sitting count as waiting? is more deliberate in its manufacture, a bout 
in which mechanical gesture goes one round against material resistance. 

 


